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PEN Y GARREG WOOD
Brechfa, Carmarthenshire

39.22 Hectares / 96.91 Acres
Pen y Garreg Wood is situated in a simply stunning wooded valley and offers purchasers an idyllic setting along with a
good area of commercial conifer crops. These are now approaching maturity.

FREEHOLD FOR SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY
Guide Price £440,000

www.johnclegg.co.uk
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Lampeter 9 miles

Swansea 36 miles
Pembroke 54 miles
(all distances are approximate)

DIRECTIONS
From the A40 at Nantgaredig follow the B4310 north and
pass through Brechfa. After one mile fork left onto a
minor county road signed Gwernogle. Follow this road
for 3 miles through Gwernogle village and then up a
narrow and fairly steep hill. As the road steepens there is a
left handed hairpin bend with a forest road leading
downhill towards the north. Follow this road down into a
wooded valley over a steel girder bridge and after 25 yards
turn to the right. This track leads down into a ford which
is unpassable for normal cars. It is advisable to leave the
vehicle here, cross the ford and inspect the wood on foot.
OS 1:50,000 Map 146 Ref SN521355. Nearest post code
SA32 7SD.
VIEWING
Viewing is possible without appointment at any time
during daylight hours so long as prospective purchasers are
in possession of a set of these sale particulars. For your
own personal safety please be aware of hazards within the
woodland when viewing.
DESCRIPTION
Pen y Garreg Wood is a large woodland situated on the
east facing side of a relatively steep sided river valley. This
wood has a very private feeling which is dominated by the
sound of the fast flowing river that forms the wood’s
western boundary.
Access to the wood is relatively easy along the route
highlighted in the directions. This has been used to extract
timber from the wood when an area of mature crop was
harvested in 2011. In addition to this route there are three
other access routes which are currently unusable. The first
is a route up from the village of Gwernogle Bach via
another ford. This track is really narrow and is not
currently suitable for access unless on foot. The second is
from the north-east and via Pen y Garreg Farm. This is
also narrow and has only been used for timber harvesting
by an adjoining woodland owner. The third route is via an
unmade track that crosses a field just north of
Pen y Garreg Farm. It is understood that this access,
which is 30 feet wide, was used when the harvesting of
mature timber was undertaken in the early 1990s.

Hereford 85 miles

As with many woods in this part of Wales there is a range of
crops within Pen y Garreg which are all showing excellent
promise. The special combination of fertile well drained soils
together with an extremely wet climate make this part of
Wales a popular place to grow commercial timber.
There are three main types of crop in the wood. These
include a large area of 1992 Sitka spruce now ready for the
first thinning. This is growing fast and occupies nearly all of
the northern half of the wood. This is well-stocked and
should make this part of the wood profitable to own. Further
south there is a range of mature conifers including Douglas fir
and Sitka spruce which have all been thinned and are now
ready for further thinning as harvesting. Visitors to the wood
will be rewarded if they make the trip to the southern end of
the wood where there is a stunning crop of mature Douglas
fir. This has been nurtured by the various woodland owners
over the years and is a credit to their silvicultural skill.
Finally, two areas of Western hemlock have been cleared and
replanted with native broadleaves protected with spiral guards.
This work was done in 2011 and there is now a growing crop
in most areas. In part this is down to natural regeneration. A
new owner might like to invest some funds in improving this
crop for the future.
Like many riverine valleys Pen y Garreg occupies an Ancient
Woodland site. This designation indicates the land has been
under continuous tree cover since at least 1600 AD but where
the former tree cover has been replaced, often with
non-native trees. With this designation comes a regulatory
desire to replace commercial conifers with native broadleaves
but this is obviously not compulsory when grants for
restocking are not on offer from the Welsh government.
Overall this investment opportunity offers prospective
woodland owners a really commercial yet stunning woodland
which will be a delight to own in the future. Splendid
isolation this good is difficult to find in the UK unless you
travel to Scotland. A visit to Pen y Garreg will ensure that no
artificial sounds will be heard until you leave the wood.

PEN Y GARREG WOOD
TAXATION
After two years ownership, commercially managed woods
qualify for 100% relief from Inheritance Tax. Timber sales
are free of all Income Tax and do not attract Capital Gains
Tax. In certain circumstances it is possible to roll-over
Capital Gains into the proportion of the purchase price
attributable to the value of the land.
SPORTING RIGHTS
The sporting rights are owned and included in the sale.
They are not let.
MINERAL RIGHTS
These are owned and included in the sale except as
reserved by statute.
FENCING
There are no known fencing liabilities.
RIGHTS OF WAY
The woodland is sold with the benefit of a right of way for
all purposes over the routes shown AB, CD, EF and GH
on the sale plan with maintenance according to user. There
is also a reserved right of way over route BG.
RIGHTS AND EASEMENTS
The woodland is sold subject to and with the benefit of all
rights, including rights of way, whether public or private,
light, support, drainage, water, gas and electricity supplies
and any other easements.

WAYLEAVES
The woodland is sold subject to all existing wayleaves and
purchasers will be deemed to have satisfied themselves as to
the routes thereof.
PLANS AND AREAS
These are based on the Ordnance Survey and are for reference
only. The purchaser shall be deemed to have satisfied himself
as to their accuracy and any error or mis-statement shall not
annul the sale or entitle any party to compensation in respect
thereof.
TENURE AND POSSESSION
Freehold. Vacant possession will be given on completion.
METHOD OF SALE
Pen y Garreg Wood is offered for sale by Private Treaty.
Prospective purchasers should register their interest with the
Selling Agents to whom offers should be submitted. Please
contact our Haddenham office on 01844 291384.
Anti Money Laundering Compliance (AML)
The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of
Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 came into
force on 26 June 2017. This requires us to undertake due
diligence on property purchasers. Once an offer has been
accepted, the prospective purchaser(s) will need to provide, as
a minimum, proof of identity and residence and proof of
source of funds for the purchase, before the transaction can
proceed. Further information can be obtained from the
following link:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/money-laundering-regulationsyour-responsibilities

OFFERS AROUND £440,000 ARE INVITED

IMPORTANT NOTICE
John Clegg & Co for themselves and for the vendors of this property, whose agents they are, give notice that: (1) These particulars do not constitute nor constitute any part of an offer of a contract
(2) All statements contained in these particulars as to the property are made without responsibility on the part of John Clegg & Co or the vendor. (3) None of the statements contained in these
particulars as to this property are to be relied on as statements or representations of fact. (4) Any intending purchaser must satisfy himself by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of
the statements contained in these particulars. (5) No warranty is given for the health of the trees within the property for sale. (6) The vendor does not make or give, and neither John Clegg & Co nor
any person in their employment has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty in relation to this property. Particulars prepared January 2019.
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This plan is only for the guidance of intending purchasers.
Although believed to be correct, its accuracy is not guaranteed
and does not form part of any contract.
Drawing No S11390-01 Date 07.01.19
Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the
Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Crown Copyright.
All rights reserved. Licence No. ES 100020416
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